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Delta Industrial 
Builds a Rock Solid Foundation
Dedicated to quality, turnkey industrial contractor completes a multiple phase construction 
project at a new manufacturing facility.

Rochester Hills, MI. – Delta Industrial has completed extensive foundation work at the new 
Copper and Brass manufacturing facility. 

The work performed included the design and construction of several foundations and 
pits of varying sizes for band saws used to cut materials up to 18 inches in diameter 
and other plant machinery. In addition to the pits, Delta’s engineers designed and 
built trenching for cooling solutions and electrical supplies for the equipment along 
with a conveyor system to carry away metal fragments. The existing concrete floor 
had to be demolished and repaved when the work was finished. 

Delta Industrial, the recognized leader in machine foundations, press pits and 
industrial concrete construction has offices in Chesterfield Michigan, Trussville  
Alabama, and Fort Thomas Kentucky. The company, founded in 1993, specializes 
in the design and construction of machine and press foundations, concrete flat work 
and steel fabrication.

About Delta – We are a “Full Performance,” company with the ability to control every 
aspect of construction and we own all the necessary construction equipment. We are 
well versed in cutting edge construction techniques and are able to assist our clients 
from concept through design to finished product. We have worked with a wide and 
diverse base of companies throughout the country.


